
Agenda
Course content may vary from session to session and is based upon the needs and abilities of individual campers.

Monday
Bryce: From flaming eyeballs bombarding the earth to a tranquil beach scene, each camper will create
a 3D landscape using this powerful software.  Experienced campers may also learn the secrets of
digital animation using this amazing suite of software.
Garage Band: With over 4000 music loops and sound effects to choose from, let your creative genius
flow as you compose your digital masterpiece!

Tuesday
Google Sketchup: Google SketchUp is software that you can use to create 3D models of anything you like. Build models and
add them to Google Earth!
Creature Creator: Create your own creature and bring it to life.  You can even make it dance, sing, and interact with other of
it’s kind.
Bridge Building: Build a virtual bridge, then test your design and compare your results with the class.  Take screen shots to add
to you DVD!
Tribal Trouble: Test your cranial and survival skills by competing against fellow
island dwellers.  This is a fast paced jungle adventure and a true camp favorite.

Wednesday
Goggle Earth: Google Earth lets you fly anywhere on Earth to view satellite imagery,
maps, terrain, 3D buildings and even explore galaxies in the sky. You can explore rich
geographical content, save your toured places and share with others.
Safari: This web browser is an integral part of Camp Internet, campers will take their
current knowledge of the Internet one step further.
No Limits Rollercoaster: Design your own rollercoaster; choose wood or steel, big
loops, or straight line speed, two riders per car or four, suspended car or standard rail…
whatever you dream you can make… then RIDE your own coaster!
Comic Life: Design and print your own comic strip.

Thursday
Photo Mosaic Madness: Use camper images to create a custom digital mosaic
using thousands of images captured from the Internet.  Fortune 500 companies
have paid to have them celebrate their success, now you can create and print your
own!
Enigmo: Create and solve mind-boggling water puzzles that the ancients used to
play.  This fully 3D puzzle is fun, complex, and intricate, just the right thing to
get the brain pumping.  Two versions to choose from!
Simulation Sampler: You can choose to build and ride your own scale model
train, or perhaps you’d prefer to rule your own island paradise… you choose!
New software titles are added each year.

Friday
DVD Creation: This is the last day for building and burning the Camp Internet
Extreme DVD.  Campers will be adding the finishing touches to their projects.
Best of the Best: We have introduced many programs during the week.  During this
time, campers will have the opportunity to further explore their favorite program.
Chess Championship: The four chess players with the most wins will have a battle
royale to determine the Chess Champion of the Universe (for the week).  Optional.
Pocket Tanks Deluxe: Test your math skills and ability against fellow Campers.


